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Abstract
We study the large sets of generalized Kirkman systems. The purpose of introducing the
structure is to construct the large sets of Kirkman triple systems (brie4y LKTS). Our main
result is that there exists an LKTS(v) for v∈{6 ·4n25m+3; m; n¿ 0}. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The existence problem of a large set of disjoint Kirkman triple systems (brie4y
LKTS) comes from “Sylvester’s problem of the 15 schoolgirls”, which was posed in
1850. In 1973, Denniston gave a solution of Sylvester’s problem of the 15 school-
girls, i.e., there exists an LKTS(15) [3]. By the end of 1979, Denniston had given
the direct constructions for several small values and a recursive construction of LKTS,
where an LKTS was called a “double resolvable complete 3-designs” (see [4–6]).
Meanwhile, Schreiber had also given the existence of an LKTS(33) (see [7]). Fur-
thermore, some inDnite classes can be obtained by using the Denniston’s recursive
construction (they are summarized in Lemma 3). The research on LKTS has not ad-
vanced very far since then. Especially, new recursive constructions were not found.
Recently, the author has given a recursive construction which is a generalization
of Denniston’s tripling construction (see [11]). In this article, we will give a new
method for constructing LKTS. Firstly, we introduce some deDnitions needed in
this article.
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A group-divisible design GDD(t; K; v; r1{k1}; : : : ; rs{ks}), where
∑s
i=1 riki = v; K ⊆
N , and for any k ∈K; k¿ t, is a triple (X;G;B) such that
(1) X is a set of v points.
(2) G is a partition of X into ri sets of ki points (called groups), i=1; 2; : : : ; s.
(3) B is a set of subsets of X (called blocks), such that |B| ∈K; |B ∩ G|6 1 for all
B∈B and G ∈G, and such that any t-subset T of X with |T ∩ G|6 1 for all
G ∈G, is contained in exactly one block.
A GDD(t; K; v; v{1}) (X;G;B) is denoted by an S(t; K; v); it is often called t-wise
balanced design. We usually omit G in the triple (X;G;B), and write (X;B) instead of
(X;G;B). An S(2; K; v) is called a pairwise balanced design or PBD. An S(t; {k}; v)
is denoted by S(t; k; v); it is called a Steiner system.
Lemma 1 (Beth et al. [1], Blanchard [2], Hartman [8]). (i) There exists an S(3; q +
1; qn + 1) for any prime power q and any integer n¿ 2.
(ii) There exists an S(3; 5; 26).
(iii) If there exists an S(3; q+1; v+1), where q is a prime power, then there exists
an S(3; q+ 1; qv+ 1).
(iv) If an S(3; q+ 1; v+ 1) and an S(3; q+ 1; w + 1) both exist, then there exists
an S(3; q+ 1; vw + 1), where q is a prime power.
Let (X;B) be an S(2; K; v). If there exists a set  which consists of subsets of
B; = {P1; P2; : : : ; Ph}, such that each Pi is itself a partition of X , and
⋃h
i=1 Pi =B,
and for each B∈B, there are exactly (|B| − 1)=2 elements Pi of  such that B∈Pi,
then the set  is called a resolution of B. Each element Pi of  is called a parallel
class. If the block set B of an S(2; K; v) has a resolution, then this S(2; K; v) with the
resolution is called a modi9ed resolvable S(2; K; v), brie4y an MRS(K; v).
It is obvious that if (X;B) is a MRS(K; v), then for any k∈K; k must be odd and k¿3.
Lemma 2. The resolution of an MRS(K; v) must contain (v − 1)=2 parallel classes.
Thus v ≡ 1 (mod 2) is the necessary condition for the existence of an MRS(K; v).
Proof. Let (X;B) be an MRS(K; v), and let = {P1; P2; : : : ; Ph} be a resolution of B.
Then we have
⋃h
i=1 Pi =B. Since each Pi is a parallel class and (X;B) is an S(2; K; v),
we have∑
B∈Pi
|B|= v and
∑
B∈B
|B|(|B| − 1)
2
=
v(v− 1)
2
:
Furthermore,
hv=
h∑
i=1
∑
B∈Pi
|B|=
∑
B∈B
|B|(|B| − 1)
2
=
v(v− 1)
2
:
Thus, h=(v− 1)=2.
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An MRS({3}; v) is called a Kirkman triple system, brie4y a KTS(v). The resolution
of KTS(v) (X;B) must be a partition of B. It is well known that there exists a KTS(v)
if and only if v ≡ 3 (mod 6) (see [12]).
In fact, we can regard an MRS(K; v) as a KTS(v) with “holes”. The holes are
the blocks which have more than three elements. We can get a KTS(v) by breaking
up the long blocks into triples (see Corollary 1). And a Kirkman frame can also be
regarded as a special MRS(K; v), if we add a new point into each group (see Corol-
lary 2). By introducing the MRS(K; v), some methods for constructing KTS(v) can
be used to construct large sets of Kirkman triple systems. In this article, our main
result is that:
Main result. There exists an LKTS(v) for v∈{6 · 4n25m + 3; n; m¿ 0}.
2. LGKS
In this section, we introduce a kind of design which is called large sets of generalized
Kirkman systems. In fact, it is a generalization of the large sets of disjoint Kirkman
triple systems. Some ideas come from Luc Teirlinck’s “large sets with holes” (see
[15]). Firstly, we introduce the deDnition of generalized frame (see [14]).
A generalized frame F(t; k; v{m}) is a collection {(X;G;Br); r ∈R}, where X is
a vm set, G is a partition of X into v sets of m points (called groups), such that
each (X \G;G\G;Br); G ∈G, is a GDD(t − 1; k; (v − 1)m; (v − 1){m}), and such
that (X;G;
⋃
r∈RBr) is a GDD(t; k; vm; v{m}), and such that all Br ; r ∈R, are pair-
wise disjoint. It is known that an F(t; k; v{m}) contains vm=(k − t + 1) GDD(t − 1; k;
(v − 1)m; (v − 1){m})s, i.e. |R|= vm=(k − t + 1). Let RG = {r ∈R;Br have the same
group set G\G}, it is known that |RG|=m=(k − t + 1).
An F(2; 3; v{m}) is called a Kirkman frame, brie4y a KF(mv), and each element
(i.e. a GDD(1; 3; (v−1)m; (v−1){m})) of the F(2; 3; v{m}) is called a partial parallel
class (or holey parallel class). In fact, each partial parallel class is a partition of
X \G for some group G. It is well known that there exists a KF(mv) if and only
if m ≡ 0 (mod 2); v¿ 4 and m(v − 1) ≡ 0 (mod 3) (see [13]). If each element (a
GDD(2; 3; (v − 1)m; (v − 1){m})) of an F(3; 3; v{m}) is also a KF(mv−1), then this
F(3; 3; v{m}) is denoted by OLKF(mv); it is called an overlarge set of Kirkman frames.
Theorem 1. There exists an OLKF(65).
Proof. An OLKF(65) is given in appendix.
Now, we introduce the deDnition of large set of generalized Kirkman systems.
Let Y be an mu set and Y1 be a w set, where mu¿w¿ 2; Y ∩Y1 =; X =Y ∪Y1.
A large set of generalized Kirkman systems LGKS(K; {m + w}; mu; mu + w; w), is a
collection {(X;Bi); 16 i6mu}∪{(Y;G;Aj); 16 j6w−2}, satisfying the following
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conditions:
(1) Each (Y;G;Aj) is a KF(mu). And if w=2, let m=1.
(2) Each (X;Bi) is an MRS(K ∪ {m + w}; mu + w) and Bi contains a block G ∪ Y1
for some G ∈G.
(3) For any 3-subset (or triple) T of X with |T ∩ Y1|6 2, T is contained in exactly
one block of (
⋃mu
i=1 Bi) ∪ (
⋃w−2
j=1 Aj).
(4) For any block B∈ (⋃mui=1 Bi), such that if Y1 ⊂ B, then
|{Bi;B∈Bi}|= |B| − 2
and Y1 ⊂ B if and only if B\Y1 ∈G and |{Bi;B∈Bi}|=m.
Note. If w=2, it is obvious that the elements of an LGKS(K; {3}; 1u; u+2; 2) are only
some MRS(K ∪ {3}; u+ 2)s, thus, we simply write it as LGKS(K ∪ {3}; u+ 2).
An LGKS({3}; u+2) is called a large set of disjoint Kirkman triple systems, brie4y
an LKTS(u+2). So far, known results of LKTS(u) is very limited (see [3–7,11,16,17]).
They are summarized as follows:
Lemma 3. There exists an LKTS(u) for u∈{3nm(2 · 13k + 1)t ; n¿ 1; t=0; 1;
m∈{1; 5; 11; 17; 25; 35; 43; 67}} ∪ {369}.
An MRS(K; v) can be considered as an KTS(v) “with holes”. Similarly, an LGKS(K;
{m+w}; mu; mu+w; w) can be considered as an LKTS(mu+w) “with holes”. In this
article, we will obtain some new results of LKTS by constructing LGKS.
3. Basic constructions
Construction 1. If there exist an MRS(K; u) and an MRS(K ′; k) for any k ∈K , then
there exists an MRS(K ′; u).
Proof. Let X be an u set, and let (X;B) be an MRS(K; u) with the resolution
= {Pi; 16 i6 (u − 1)=2}. For any B∈B; |B| ∈K , let RB= {i;B∈Pi}, then |RB|=
(|B| − 1)=2. Suppose that (B;A(B)) is an MRS(K ′; |B|) with its resolution {P(B; i);
i∈RB}. Let
A=
⋃
B∈B
A(B);
Qi =
⋃
B∈Pi
P(B; i); 16 i6
u− 1
2
:
Then (X;A) is an MRS(K ′; u), and its resolution is {Qi; 16 i6 (u− 1)=2}.
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In fact, Construction 1 breaks up long blocks into small blocks. The condition “each
block B is contained in (|B| − 1)=2 parallel classes” guarantees that the resolution of
(X;B) is still a resolution of (X;A).
Corollary 1. If there exist an MRS(K; u) and a KTS(k) for any k ∈K , then there
exists a KTS(u).
Construction 2. If there exist a KF(mu) and an MRS(K ∪ {w}; m + w), then there
exists an MRS(K ∪ {w; 3}; mu+ w).
Proof. Let Y be an mu set, and let (Y;G;B) be a KF(mu), such that B is partitioned
into partial parallel classes {A(G; i);G ∈G; 16 i6m=2}, where each A(G; i) is a par-
tition of Y\G. Let Y1 = {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}, where Y ∩ Y1 =. And let X =Y ∪ Y1.
For any G ∈G, let (G ∪ Y1;B(G)) be an MRS(K ∪ {w}; m+w), such that B(G) con-
tains the block Y1. And each B(G) has a resolution {P(G; j); 16 j6 (m+w− 1)=2}
(note that w must be odd by the deDnition of an MRS), such that Y1 ∈P(G; j) for
(m=2) + 16 j6 (m+ w − 1)=2. Let
A=
(⋃
G∈G
B(G)
)
∪B;
P(G; i)=P(G; i)
⋃
A(G; i); G ∈G; 16 i6 m
2
;
P(j)=
⋃
G∈G
P(G; j);
m
2
+ 16 j6
m+ w − 1
2
:
Then (X;A) is an MRS(K ∪ {w}; mu + w), and it has a resolution {P(G; i);G ∈G;
16 i6m=2} ∪ {P(j);m=2 + 16 j6 (m+ w − 1)=2}.
Construction 2 adds w points of Y1 into each group before breaking these groups.
Corollary 2. If there exists a KF(mu), then there exists an MRS({3; m+1}; mu+1).
The methods of Constructions 1 and 2 can be applied to construct the large sets of
generalized Kirkman systems.
Construction 3. If there exists an LGKS(K; {m+ w}; mu; mu+ w; w), and there exist
both an LGKS(K ′∪{w}; m+w) and an LGKS(K ′; k) for any k ∈K , then there exists
an LGKS(K ′ ∪ {w; 3}; mu+ w).
Proof. Let Y be an mu set and let Y1 be a w set, where mu¿w¿ 2; Y ∩ Y1 =.
Let X =Y ∪ Y1, and an LGKS(K; {m + w}; mu; mu + w; w)= {(X;Bi); 16 i6mu} ∪
{(Y;G;Aj); 16 j6w − 2}.
For any B∈⋃mui=1Bi, let RB= {i;B∈Bi}. Then if Y1 ⊂ B, we have |RB|=m and
|B|=m+w; if Y1 ⊂ B, we have |RB|= |B| − 2 and |B| ∈K . By the known conditions,
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there exist both an LGKS(K ′∪{w}; m+w) and an LGKS(K ′; k) for any k ∈K . Thus, for
any B∈⋃mui=1 Bi, if Y1 ⊂ B, then by the deDnition, B\Y1 ∈G (or B=G ∪ Y1 for some
G ∈G), furthermore, there exists an LGKS(K ′ ∪{w}; m+w)= {(B;B(B; i)); i∈RB}∪
{(B;A(B; j)); 16 j6w − 2}, such that each A(B; j) contains common block Y1; if
Y1 ⊂ B, then there exists an LGKS(K ′; |B|)= {(B;B(B; i)); i∈RB}. DeDne
Ci =
⋃
B∈Bi
B(B; i); 16 i6mu;
Cmu+j =
(⋃
G∈G
A(G ∪ Y1; j)
)
∪Aj; 16 j6w − 2:
By Constructions 1 and 2, each (X;Cl) (16 l6mu+w− 2) is an MRS(K ′ ∪ {w; 3};
mu + w). And it is easy to show that the collection {(X;Cl); 16 l6mu + w − 2}
satisDes the other conditions of the deDnition of an LGKS. Thus the collection
{(X;Cl); 16 l6mu+ w − 2} is an LGKS(K ′ ∪ {w; 3}; mu+ w).
Corollary 3. If there exist an LGKS(K; u) and an LGKS(K ′; k) for any k ∈K; then
there exists an LGKS(K ′; u).
Corollary 4. If there exist an LGKS(K; u) and an LKTS(k) for any k ∈K; then there
exists an LKTS(u).
4. The construction of LGKS I
Let X be a u set; an LR design of order u (brie4y LR(u)) is a collection {(X;Ajk);
16 k6 (u− 1)=2; j=0; 1} of KTS(u) with following properties:
(i) Let the resolution of Ajk be 
j
k = {Ajk(h); 16 h6 (u−1)=2}. There is an element
in each jk , which without loss of generality, we may suppose is A
j
k(1), such that
(u−1)=2⋃
k=1
A0k(1)=
(u−1)=2⋃
k=1
A1k(1)=A
and (X;A) is a KTS(u).
(ii) For any triple T = {x; y; z} ⊂ X; x =y = z = x, there exist k; j such that T ∈Ajk .
The LR design was introduced by the Lei [11], and the following results are known:
Lemma 4 (Lei [11]). An LR(v) exists for v∈{3m(2 · 13k + 1)t ; m; k is nonnegative
integer, t=0; 1; m+ t¿ 1}.
Theorem 2. If there exists an LR(2u + 1), then there exists an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6u;
6u+ 3; 3).
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Construction. Let X be a 2u set, ∞ ∈ X , and let X have linear order “¿” (i.e.
for any x =y, x; y∈X , there is either x¿y or y¿x), and suppose that ∞¿x for
any x∈X . Let an LR(2u + 1)= {(X ∪ {∞};Aji ); 16 i6 u; j=0; 1}. And each Aji
has a resolution ji = {Aji (h); 16 h6 u}, such that
⋃u
i=1 A
0
i (1)=
⋃u
i=1 A
1
i (1)=A, and
(X ∪ {∞};A) is a KTS(2u + 1). Let Y =Z3 × (X ∪ {∞}). We will construct an
LGKS({3}; {9}; 6u; 6u + 3; 3) on set Y . The collection will be {(Y;Cji (l)); 16 i6 u;
j=0; 1; l∈Z3} ∪ {(Z3 × X;G;C∞)}, where each (Y;Cji (l)) is an MRS({3; 9}; 6u+ 3)
and each (Z3×X;G;C∞) is a KF(6u) with G= {Z3×{x; y}; {x; y;∞}∈A; x; y∈X }:
Let B∈⋃ui=1 ⋃1j=0 Aji .
(1) If B∈A, let RB= {(i; j);B∈Aji (1)}, then |RB|=2.
(i) If B= {x; y;∞}∈A, let C(i; j; l; 1)= {Z3×B}, where (i; j)∈RB, l∈Z3. (Note:
the long block Z3×B will appear in 6 Cji (l)s and (Z3×B)\(Z3×{∞})∈G:)
(ii) If B= {x; y; z}∈A, and ∞ ∈ B, then we can construct an LKTS(9) on set
Z3 × B (it is known that an LKTS(9) exists). Let the LKTS(9)= {(Z3 ×
B;CB(i; j; l; 2)); (i; j)∈RB; l∈Z3} ∪ {(Z3 × B;CB(∞))}, and suppose that
CB(∞) contains parallel class PB(∞)= {{(0; t); (1; t); (2; t)}; t ∈B}. (Note: In
fact, (Z3 × B; PB(∞);CB(∞)\PB(∞)) is an RGDD(2; 3; 9; 3{3}).)
Let
C(i; j; l; 2)=
⋃
B∈Aji (1)
∞∈B
CB(i; j; l; 2); l∈Z3:
(2) If B= {x; y; z}∈Aji\Aji (1) (i.e. B ∈A), let CB(i; j; l; 3) (l∈Z3) contains following
blocks:
{(a; x); (a+ b; y); (a+ 2b+ l; z)};
where a; b∈Z3 and x¡y¡z. (In fact, each CB(i; j; l; 3) is an RGDD(2; 3; 9; 3{3}) on
set Z3 × B with group set {Z3 × {s}; s∈B}.)
Let
C(i; j; l; 3)=
⋃
B∈Aji\Aji (1)
CB(i; j; l; 3); l∈Z3:
DeDne
C
j
i (l)=
3⋃
m=1
C(i; j; l; m);
C∞=
⋃
B∈A
∞∈B
(CB(∞)\PB(∞));
where 16 i6 u; j=0; 1, l∈Z3. Then the collection {(Y;Cji (l)); 16 i6 u; j=0; 1;
l∈Z3} ∪ {(Z3 × X;G;C∞)} will be an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6u; 6u+ 3; 3).
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Proof. (1) Each (Y;Cji (l)) (where 16 i6 u; j=0; 1 and l∈Z3) is an MRS({3; 9};
6u+ 3).
(i) For any pair P= {(i1; x); (i2; y)} ⊂ Y .
If x =y, since Aji is a KTS(2u + 1), there is exactly one block B∈Aji , such that
{x; y} ⊂ B. If B∈Aji (1), then P is contained in exactly one block of C(i; j; l; 1) or
C(i; j; l; 2). If B∈Aji\Aji (1), then P is contained in exactly one block of CB(i; j; l; 3).
If x=y, since Aji (1) is a parallel class, there is exactly one block B∈Aji (1) such
that x∈B. Thus, P is contained in one block of C(i; j; l; 1) or C(i; j; l; 2).
Therefore, (Y;Cji (l)) is an S(2; {3; 9}; 6u+ 3).
(ii) The S(2; {3; 9}; 6u+ 3) has a resolution.
Let B∈Aji . If B∈Aji (1) and ∞ ∈ B, let the resolution of CB(i; j; l; 2) (it is a
LKTS(9)) be {PB(i; j; l; d; 1); 16d6 4}. If B= {x; y; z}∈Aji (h), 1¡h6 u,
let PB(i; j; l; b; h)= {{(a; x); (a+b; y); (a+2b+l; z)}; x¡y¡z; a∈Z3}; b∈Z3: DeDne
P(i; j; l; d; 1)=


⋃
B∈Aji (1)
∞∈B
PB(i; j; l; d; 1)

 ∪ C(i; j; l; 1); 16d6 4;
P(i; j; l; b; h)=
⋃
B∈Aji (h)
PB(i; j; l; b; h); b∈Z3; 26 h6 u:
It is easy to check that each P(i; j; l; k; h) is a parallel class, and {P(i; j; l; d; 1);
16d6 4} ∪ {P(i; j; l; b; h); b∈Z3; 26 h6 u} is a resolution of Cji (l).
Therefore, (Y;Cji (l)) is an MRS({3; 9}; 6u+ 3).
(2) The (Z3 × X;G;C∞) is a KF(6u).
(i) For any pair P= {(i1; x); (i2; y)} ⊂ Z3 × X with P ⊂ G for any G ∈G,
we have x =y. Since A is a KTS(2u + 1), there exists a z ∈X such that
B= {x; y; z}∈A (note here z =∞, otherwise P ⊂ G for some G ∈G).
Furthermore, since (Z3×B; PB(∞);CB(∞)\PB(∞)) is a GDD(2; 3; 9; 3{3}),
P is contained in exactly one block of CB(∞)\PB(∞). Therefore, (Z3 ×
X;G;C∞) is a GDD(2; 3; 6u; u{6}).
(ii) For any B∈A; ∞ ∈ B. Let the resolution of CB(∞) be {PB(∞; d);
16d6 4} such that PB(∞; 4)=PB(∞). DeDne
P∞(d; i)=
⋃
B∈A0i (1)
∞∈B
PB(∞; d)
where 16 i6 u; 16d6 3. Since P∞(d; i) ∪ C(i; 0; l; 1) is a partition of Z3 ×
(X ∪ {∞}); P∞(d; i) is exactly one holey parallel class, and {P∞(d; i); 16 i6 u,
16d6 3} is a partition of C∞.
Therefore, (Z3 × X;G;C∞) is a KF(6u).
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(3) The collection {(Y;Cji (l)); 16 i6 u; j=0; 1; l∈Z3} ∪ {(Z3 × X , G;C∞)} is
an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6u; 6u+ 3; 3}.
(i) By (1) and (2), the collection satisDes the conditions (1) and (2) of the
deDnition of an LGKS.
(ii) Let T = {(i1; x1); (i2; x2); (i3; x3)} be an arbitrary triple of Y and T = {(0;∞);
(1;∞); (2;∞)}. All the possibilities of T are exhausted as follows:
(a) If T = {(0; x1); (1; x1); (2; x1)}; x1 ∈X , then there exists x2 ∈X such that
{x1; x2;∞}∈A. Thus, T is contained in the long block Z3×{x1; x2;∞}.
(b) If T = {(i1; x1); (i2; x2); (i3; x2)}, where x1 = x2 ∈X ∪ {∞}, i2 = i3 ∈Z3,
sinceA is a KTS(2u+1), there exists an x3 such that B= {x1; x2; x3}∈A.
Furthermore, there exists an Aji such that B∈Aji (1) ⊂ Aji . If ∞∈B,
then T is contained in the long block Z3 × B. If ∞ ∈ B, since {(Z3 ×
B;CB(i; j; l; 2)); (i; j)∈RB; l∈Z3}∪{(Z3×B;CB(∞))} is an LKTS(9),
T is in exactly one block of (
⋃
l∈Z3 CB(i; j; l; 2)) ∪ (CB(∞)\PB(∞)).
(c) If T = {(i1; x1); (i2; x2); (i3; x3)}, where x1 = x2 = x3 = x1 ∈X ∪ {∞}, let
x1¡x2¡x3. Since
⋃1
j=0
⋃u
i=1 A
j
i contains all triples of set X ∪ {∞},
there is some Aji such that B= {x1; x2; x3}∈Aji =
⋃u
h=1 A
j
i (h). If
B∈Aji (1) and ∞∈B, then T is contained in the long block Z3 × B.
If B∈Aji (1) and ∞ ∈ B, then T is in exactly one block of (
⋃
l∈Z3
CB(i; j; l; 2)) ∪ (CB(∞)\PB(∞)). If B∈Aji (h), 26 h6 u, then T =
{(i1; x1); (i1 + (i2 − i1); x2); (i1 + 2(i2 − i1) + (i3 − 2i2 + i1); x3)} is in
exactly one block of CB(i; j; i3 − 2i2 + i1; 3).
(iii) It is obvious that each Cji (l) contains only one size 9 block D=Z3 ×
{x; y;∞}, where B= {x; y;∞}∈A, and all others are triples. Let B∈Aji ,
{i; j}∈RB (where |RB|=2), then D is contained in Cji (l), l∈Z3, {i; j}∈RB,
and Z3 × {x; y}∈G.
Therefore, the collection {(Y;Cji (l)); 16 i6 u; j=0; 1; l∈Z3}∪{(Z3×X;G;C∞)} is
an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6u; 6u+ 3; 3).
Theorem 3. There exists an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6(v−3)=6; v; 3} for v∈{3m(2 · 13k + 1)t ;
t=0; 1; k¿ 0; m¿ 1}.
Proof. By Lemma 4, for any u∈{3m(2 ·13k +1)t ; t=0; 1; k¿ 0; m¿ 0; m+ t¿ 1},
there exists an LR(u). Thus by Theorem 2, there exists an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6(u−1)=2; 3u; 3}.
Let v=3u, then our result is true.
5. The construction of LGKS II
In this section, we will construct the large sets of generalized Kirkman triple sys-
tems using 3-wise balanced designs. Let (X;B) be an S(3; K; v), and let Bx = {B\{x};
x∈B∈B}, Bx;y={B\{x; y}; {x; y} ⊂ B∈B} for any x =y∈X . Then we have that
(X \{x};Bx) is an S(2; K ′; v − 1) for any x∈X , where K ′={k − 1; k∈K}, and Bx ∩
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By= for any x =y∈X . And we still have that (X \{x; y};Bx;y) is an S(1; K ′′; v − 2)
for any x =y∈X , where K ′′= {k − 2; k ∈K}, i.e. Bx;y is a partition of X \{x; y}.
We use above characteristics of a 3-wise balanced designs to construct large sets
of generalized Kirkman systems. There are some analogous constructions present-
ing in Qingde Kang and Jianguo Lei [10], Lei [11], Teirlinck [15], respectively,
which were used in constructing diPerent kinds of large sets. Now, we introduce our
construction.
If (X ∪ {∞};B); |X |= u; ∞ ∈ X , is an S(3; K; u + 1), let K0 = {|B|; B∈B;
∞ ∈ B}; K1 = {|B|; B∈B; ∞∈B}, then we denote this S(3; K; u+ 1) by an S(3; K0;
K1; u+ 1).
Theorem 4. If there exists an S(3; K0; K1; u+ 1); and there exist both an OLKF(mk)
for all k ∈K0 and an LGKS(K ′; {m+ w}; mk−1; m(k − 1) + w; w) for all k ∈K1; then
there exists an LGKS(K ′ ∪ {3}; {m+ w}; mu; mu+ w; w).
Construction. Let X be a u set, ∞ ∈ X , and let (X ∪{∞};B) be an S(3; K0; K1; u+1).
We will construct an LGKS over the set Y =(X × Zm) ∪ {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}, where
{∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w} ∩ (X × Zm)=, by following steps:
Step 1: For any B∈B, ∞∈B, (i.e. |B| ∈K1), there exists an LGKS(K ′; {m + w};
m|B|−1; m(|B| − 1) + w; w) on set XB=((B\{∞}) × Zm) ∪ {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}. (Note:
By the existing condition of a KF(mk), we have m ≡ 0 (mod 2) Furthermore, by
Lemma 2, we also have w ≡ 1 (mod 2).) Let an LGKS(K ′; {m+w}; m|B|−1; m(|B|−1)+
w; w)= {(XB;AiB(x)); i∈Zm; x∈B\{∞}}∪{((B\{∞})×Zm;GB;AB(∞; n)); 16 n
6w − 2}; where GB= {Gx = {x} × Zm; x∈B\{∞}}, and such that each AiB(x)
(i∈Zm) contains the block Gx ∪{∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}. (Note: this condition can be satis-
Ded by the deDnition of LGKS.) And let each AiB(x) have a resolution{
AiB(x; y; t);y∈B\{∞; x}; 16 t6
m
2
}
∪
{
AiB(x; x; v); 16 v6
m+ w − 1
2
}
;
where each parallel class AiB(x; x; v) contains the block ({x}×Zm)∪{∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}.
And suppose each AB(∞; n) (16 n6w − 2) can be partitioned into partial classes
{AB(∞; n; y; t); y∈B\{∞}, 16 t6m=2}, where each AB(∞; n; y; t) is a partition of
(B\{y;∞})× Zm.
A parallel class in AiB(x) is marked with A
i
B(x; y; t) by following method:
By the deDnition of an LGKS and Gx ∪ {∞1; : : : ;∞w}∈AiB(x), if block C =
{∞j; (z1; i1); : : : ; (zl; il)}∈AiB(x), where z1; z2; : : : ; zl ∈B\{x;∞}, i1; : : : ; il ∈Zm, then we
have zh = zs for h = s, (since the triple {∞j; (x; i′1); (x; i′2)} ⊂ Gx ∪ {∞1; : : : ;∞w}),
and l ≡ 0 (mod 2) (since l + 1∈K ′, and K ′ only contains odd numbers). Thus,
we can take a 1-factor of complete graph Kl on set {z1; z2; : : : ; zl}. SpeciDcally, let
{Di(B;x)(r)∈AiB(x); ∞1 ∈Di(B;x)(r); ∞j ∈ Di(B;x)(r); r ∈R}, i.e. it is the set of all
blocks which only contains ∞1 in AiB(x), then (
⋃
r∈R D
i
(B;x)(r))\{∞1}=(B\{∞; x})×
Zm and Di(B;x)(r1) ∩ Di(B;x)(r2)= for any r1 = r2. For any r ∈R, let Fi(B;x)(r) be
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a 1-factor of complete graph on set {zs; (zs; is)∈Di(B;x)(r)\{∞1}}. Then
⋃
r∈R F
i
(B;x)
(r)=Ei(B; x) is an m-regular graph on B\{x;∞} (may be the Ei(B; x) has double
edges). Furthermore, we can get an m=2-regular digraph QE
i
(B; x) on B\{x;∞}.
For each y∈B\{x;∞}, m=2 out-arcs of y are labeled by y1; y2; : : : ; y(m=2). And
if yt =(y; z), (16 t6m=2), we suppose that the block which contains triple
{∞1; (y; i1); (z; i2)} is included in the parallel class AiB(x; y; t). (Note: If there exist
double arcs, without loss of generality, let y1 =y2 = (y; z), then there must be two
blocks C1; C2 which contain the triple {∞1; (y; i1); (z; i2)} and {∞1; (y; i′1); (z; i′2)} re-
spectively (of course, where i1 = i′1 and i2 = i′2). Thus, there are two diPerent par-
allel classes containing C1 and C2, respectively. Furthermore, we can suppose that
one of the two parallel classes is AiB(x; y; 1) as you like, and the other is
AiB(x; y; 2)).
Step 2: For any B∈B, ∞ ∈ B, (i.e. |B| ∈K0), there exists an OLKF(m|B|) on set B×
Zm. Let an OLKF(m|B|)= {(B×Zm;GB;AiB(x)); x∈B; i∈Zm}; where GB= {Gx = {x}×
Zm; x∈B}, and each ((B\{x}) × Zm;GB\{Gx};AiB(x)) be a KF(m|B|−1). And each
AiB(x) can be partitioned into partial classes {AiB(x; y; t); y∈B\{x}, 16 t6m=2},
where each AiB(x; y; t) is a partition of (B\{x; y})× Zm. (Note: Here x =y.)
DeDne
Aix =
⋃
x∈B∈B
AiB(x); x∈X; i∈Zm;
A(n)=
⋃
∞∈B∈B
AB(∞; n); 16 n6w − 2;
G= {Gx = {x} × Zm; x∈X }:
Then {(Y;Aix); x∈X; i∈Zm} ∪ {(X × Zm;G;A(n)); 16 n6w − 2} will be an
LGKS(K ′ ∪ {3}; {m+ w}; mu; mu+ w; w).
Proof. (1) Each (Y;Aix), x∈X , i∈Zm, is an MRS(K ′ ∪ {m+ w; 3}; mu+ w).
(i) For any pair P ⊂ Y , all the possibilities of P are exhausted as follows:
(a) P= {∞j; (x; i1)} or {(x; i1); (x; i2)} or {∞j;∞l}, i∈Zv, where i1 = i2 ∈Zm;
16 j; l6w. Then P ⊂ ({x} × Zm) ∪ {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}.
(b) P= {∞j; (y; i2)} or {(x; i1); (y; i2)} or {(y; i1); (y; i2)}, y = x, y∈X , i1; i2 ∈Zm,
16 j6w. Since (X ∪{∞};B) is an S(3; K0∪K1; u+1), there is exactly one
block B, such that {∞; x; y} ⊆ B. And since (XB;AiB(x)) is an MRS(K ′ ∪
{m+ w}; m(|B| − 1) + w), there is exactly one block containing pair P.
(c) P= {(y; i1); (z; i2)}, x =y = z = x, y; z ∈X , i1; i2 ∈Zm. Then there exists a block
B∈B, such that {x; y; z} ⊆ B. If ∞∈B, then |B| ∈K1. Since (XB;AiB(x)) is
an MRS(K ′ ∪ {m+w}; m(|B| − 1)+w), there is exactly one block containing
pair P. If ∞ ∈ B, then |B| ∈K0. Since ((B\{x})× Zm;AiB(x);GB\{Gx}) is a
KF(m|B|−1), P is contained in exactly one block of AiB(x).
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Thus, (Y;Aix) is an S(2; K
′ ∪ {m+ w; 3}; mu+ w).
(ii) Let
Ai(x; y; t)=
⋃
{x;y}⊂B∈B
AiB(x; y; t); y∈X \{x}; 16 t6
m
2
;
A(x; x; v)=
⋃
{x;∞}⊂B∈B
AiB(x; x; v); 16 v6
m+ w − 1
2
:
Since for any Dxed y∈X , the set {B\{x; y}; {x; y} ⊂ B∈B} is a partition of (X ∪
{∞})\{x; y}, and there exists a unique block B∈B such that the triple {∞; x; y} ⊂ B,
it is easy to check that each Ai(x; y; t) (and also each A(x; x; v)) is a partition of
Y =(X × Zm) ∪ {∞1; : : : ;∞w}, and{
Ai(x; y; t); y∈X \{x}; 16 t6 m
2
}
∪
{
A(x; x; v); 16 v6
m+ w − 1
2
}
is a resolution of Aix.
Therefore, each (Y;Aix); x∈X; i∈Zm, is an MRS(K ′ ∪ {m+ w; 3}; um+ w).
(2) Each (X × Zm;G;A(n)); 16 n6w − 2, is a KF(mu).
(i) For any pair P= {(x1; i1); (x2; i2)} ⊂ X × Zm, and P ⊂ Gx; Gx ∈G, we
must have x1 = x2 ∈X . Thus, there is exactly one block B∈B, such that
{∞; x1; x2}∈B. Since ((B\{∞})×Zm;GB;AB(∞; n)) is a KF(m|B|−1), thus
P is contained in exactly one block of AB(∞; n) ⊂A(n):
(ii) Let A(n; y; t)=
⋃
{∞;y}⊂B∈B AB(∞; n; y; t); y∈X; 16 t6m=2. Since the set
{B\{∞; y}; {∞; y} ⊂ B∈B} is a partition of X \{y}, and each AB(∞; n; y; t)
is a partition of (B\{∞; y}) × Zm, each A(n; y; t) exactly forms a partition
of (X \{y}) × Zm. Furthermore, each A(n) can be partitioned into partial
parallel classes {A(n; y; t);y∈X; 16 t6m=2}.
Therefore, each (X × Zm;G;A(n)); 16 n6w − 2, is a KF(mu).
(3) The collection {(Y;Aix); x∈X; i∈Zm} ∪ {(X × Zm;G;A(n)); 16 n6w − 2} is
an LGKS(K ′
⋃{3}; {m+ w}; mu; mu+ w; w).
(i) By (1) and (2), the collection satisDes the conditions (1) and (2) of the
deDnition of an LGKS.
(ii) For any 3-subset T ⊂ Y , and T ⊂ {∞1; : : : ;∞w}, all the possibilities of T
are exhausted as follows:
(a) T = {∞j;∞l; (x1; i1)}; j = l, then T is contained in the long block ({x1}×
Zm) ∪ {∞1; : : : ;∞w}.
(b) T = {∞j; (x1; i1); (x2; i2)} or {(x1; i1); (x1; i2); (x2; i3)}; x1; x2 ∈X; i1; i2;
i3 ∈Zm. If x1 = x2, then T is contained in exactly one block ({x1}×Zm)∪
{∞1; : : : ;∞w}. If x1 = x2, then there is exactly one block
B∈B, such that {∞; x1; x2} ⊂ B, thus T is contained in exactly one
block of set
⋃
i∈Zm
⋃
x˙∈B\{∞}A
i
B(x) ⊂
⋃
i∈Zm
⋃
x∈X A
i
x.
(c) T = {(x1; i1); (x2; i2); (x3; i3)}; x1 = x2 = x3 = x1, then there is exactly one
block B∈B such that {x1; x2; x3} ⊂ B. If ∞∈B, since {(XB;AiB(x));
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i∈Zm; x∈B\{∞}}∪{((B\{∞})×Zm; GB; AB(∞; n)); 16 n6w−2}
is an LGKS(K ′; {m+w}; m|B|−1; m(|B|−1)+w; w) on set XB=((B\{∞})×
Zm)∪{∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}; T is contained in exactly one block of (
⋃
i∈Zm⋃
x∈B\{∞}A
i
B(x)) ∪ (
⋃w−2
n=1 A(∞; n)). If ∞ ∈ B, since {(B × Zm;GB;
AiB(x)); i∈Zm; x∈B} is an OLKF(m|B|−1); T is contained in exactly
one block of set (
⋃
i∈Zm
⋃
x∈BA
i
B(x)).
By the construction, we have following facts. For any B1 =B2 ∈B,
1. Ai1B1 ∩Ai2B2 ⊂ {({x} × Zm) ∪ {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}; x∈X }; i1; i2 ∈Zm:
2. If ∞∈B2, then
Ai1B1 ∩AB2 (∞; n)=; i1 ∈Zm; 16 n6w − 2:
3. If ∞∈B1 and ∞∈B2, then
AB1 (∞; n1) ∩AB2 (∞; n2)=; 16 n1; n26w − 2:
Therefore, T is contained in exactly one block of set
⋃
i∈Zm
⋃
x∈X A
i
x.
Furthermore the condition (3) of LGKS is satisDed by the collection.
(iii) It is obvious that for any Gx ∈G, we have Gx ∪ {∞1; : : : ;∞w}∈Aix; i∈Zm.
And for any block D∈ (⋃i∈Zw ⋃x∈X Aix) with {∞1; : : : ;∞w} ⊂ D, we have
|D ∩ {∞1;∞2; : : : ;∞w}|6 1; and |D| ∈K ′:
Since (⋃
i∈Zm
⋃
x∈X
Aix
)
=
(⋃
i∈Zm
⋃
x∈X
⋃
x∈B∈B
AiB(x)
)
;
there exists a B∈B, such that D∈AiB(x). If ∞∈B, since {(XB;AiB(x)); i∈Zm;
x∈B\{∞}} ∪ {((B\{∞}) × Zm;GB;AB(∞; n)); 16 n6w − 2} is an LGKS(K ′;
{m+ w}; m|B|−1; m(|B| − 1) + w; w), then by the deDnition of an LGKS, we have
|{AiB(x); D∈AiB(x)}|= |D| − 2:
If ∞ ∈ B, since AiB(x) is a KF(m|B|−1), we must have |D|=3 and D is contained in
exactly one AiB(x).
By fact 1–3, we have
|{Aix; D∈Aix}|= |{AiB(x); D∈AiB(x)}|= |D| − 2:
Thus the condition (4) of LGKS is satisDed by the collection.
Therefore, the collection {(Y;Aix); x∈X; i∈Zm} ∪ {(X × Zm;G;A(n)); 16 n6
w − 2} is an LGKS(K ′ ∪ {3}; {m+ w}; mu; mu+ w; w).
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6. Main results
Theorem 5. There exists an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6u; 6u+ 3; 3) for u∈{4n25m;m; n¿ 0}.
Proof. By Lemma 1, there exist an S(3; 5; 4n + 1) for n¿ 2 and an S(3; 5; 26) thus
there exists an S(3; {5}; {5}; u + 1) for any u∈{4n25m; m; n¿ 0}. And both an
LGKS({3}; {9}; 64; 24 + 3; 3) and an OLKF(65) exist by Theorems 1 and 3. Thus,
there exists an LGKS({3}; {9}; 6u; 6u + 3; 3) for u∈{4n25m; m; n¿ 0} by
Theorem 4.
Combining Theorem 5 and Construction 3, we have
Theorem 6. There exists an LKTS(v) for v∈{6 · 4n25m + 3; m; n¿ 0}.
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Appendix
An OLKF(65)= {(X;G;Bih); 06 i6 4; 16 h6 6}, where
point set: X =Z10 × Z3,
group set: G= {Gi = {i; i + 5} × Z3; 06 i6 4}.
For convenience, we write tj instead of (t; j)∈Z10 × Z3. We take j; k ∈Z3 in the
following Bih; 16 h6 6:
Bi1: {(1 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (8 + i)j−k}; {(6 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (3 + i)j−k};
{(1 + i)j; (4 + i)j+k ; (7 + i)j−k}; {(6 + i)j; (9 + i)j+k ; (2 + i)j−k};
{(1 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k}; {(6 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k};
{(2 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k}; {(7 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k}:
Bi2: {(1 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (8 + i)j−k+1}; {(6 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (3 + i)j−k+1};
{(1 + i)j; (4 + i)j+k ; (7 + i)j−k+1}; {(6 + i)j; (9 + i)j+k ; (2 + i)j−k+1};
{(1 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k+1}; {(6 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k+1};
{(2 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k+1}; {(7 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k+1}:
Bi3: {(1 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k−1}; {(6 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k−1};
{(1 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (7 + i)j−k−1}; {(6 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (2 + i)j−k−1};
{(8 + i)j; (1 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k−1}; {(3 + i)j; (6 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k−1};
{(2 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k−1}; {(7 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k−1}:
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Bi4: {(1 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k−1}; {(6 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k−1};
{(1 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (8 + i)j−k−1}; {(6 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (3 + i)j−k−1};
{(1 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k−1}; {(6 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k−1};
{(2 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k}; {(7 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k}:
Bi5: {(1 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k}; {(6 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k};
{(3 + i)j; (4 + i)j+k ; (6 + i)j−k+1}; {(8 + i)j; (9 + i)j+k ; (1 + i)j−k+1};
{(1 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (7 + i)j−k}; {(6 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (8 + i)j−k};
{(2 + i)j; (3 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k−1}; {(7 + i)j; (8 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k−1}:
Bi6: {(1 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (9 + i)j−k}; {(6 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (4 + i)j−k};
{(3 + i)j; (4 + i)j+k ; (1 + i)j−k+1}; {(8 + i)j; (9 + i)j+k ; (6 + i)j−k+1};
{(1 + i)j; (7 + i)j+k ; (8 + i)j−k+1}; {(6 + i)j; (2 + i)j+k ; (3 + i)j−k+1};
{(2 + i)j; (4 + i)j+k ; (8 + i)j−k+1}; {(7 + i)j; (9 + i)j+k ; (3 + i)j−k+1}:
In the above, (l+i) is calculated module 10, and subscripts j+k; j−k; j−k+1; j−k−1
are calculated module 3.
For each row of the above Bih, when subscript j runs over Z3 and subscript k is Dxed,
all blocks in the row consist of a partial parallel class. For example, ((X \{0; 5}) ×
Z3;B01) is a KF(6
4). Taking the Drst row in B01, all blocks are as follows:
k =0 {10; 20; 80} {60; 70; 30}
{11; 21; 81} {61; 71; 31}
{12; 22; 82} {62; 72; 32};
k =1 {10; 21; 82} {60; 71; 32}
{11; 22; 80} {61; 72; 30}
{12; 20; 81} {62; 70; 31};
k =2 {10; 22; 81} {60; 72; 31}
{11; 20; 82} {61; 70; 32}
{12; 21; 80} {62; 71; 30}:
For each Dxed k, when subscript j runs over Z3, all blocks form a partition of
((X \{0; 5})× Z3)\({4; 9} × Z3).
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